Commuter train is one mode of transportation that get PSO aid from the government. The problems related to PSO (Public Service Obligation), among others, are the absence of a common perception on the understanding/deinition of PSO and yet all PSO activities are done through a tender process, different basic calculation on the required PSO fund among PSO-executing SOEs, no separation between PSO business activities and non-PSO business activities in the inancial statement. In addition, the compensation given by the government for PSO assignment is not suficient, so that the commuter train service faces many disruptions. For example, the matter of delay relects that train is not reliable, rails and bridges are not in the prime condition, the signal has been fade, overlow electric current (pantograph)is frequently disrupted.
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Introduction
Train is one mode of transportation that attracts many people in the area of Jabodetabek to use it. In addition to its ability to carry many passengers, this mode of transportation is much environmentfriendly and there are no barriers for its trip because it has its own way (track bound).
Every day we can see and perceive the view that the number of passengers and the number of trains are not balanced, causing the passengers jostle especially in the rush hours and making the air circulation in the train cabin disrupted due to so many passengers.
Before July 2013 the number of commuter line passengers is 400,000 people per day. By May 2014 it becomes 600,000 people per day. Whereas the target set by PT. KAI (Persero) is that in 2019 the number of commuter line will reach 1.2 million people per day with waiting time at the station 4 (four) minutes. In order to achieve this target, PT. Kereta Api Indonesia Commuterline Jabodetabek (PT. KCJ) consistently adds hundreds of trains every year to increase the capacity and replace the old ones that has been obsolete. 
Evaluation on The PSO Provision for Commuter Trains Through Performance-Based Planning to Improve The Service Quality of Economy-Class Trains
The implementation of PSO in SOEs creates a heavier burden, considering that the fund for PSO comes from the national budget (APBN), for which the accountability is subject to the state inancial management Another problem related to PSO is the image that although SOEs have received PSO fund, they are still not able to deliver excellent public services, raising a pro and contra whether PSO fund should still be provided or it should be revoked.
Another alternative is to charge PSO upon private companies.
The problem in this research is the matter of delay, relecting such conditions as train is not reliable, the rails and bridges are not in the prime condition, the signal has been obsolete, overlow electric current 
Commuter Services in Jabodetabek
Commuter Services in Jabodetabek can not be separated from the establishment of Graik Perjalanan Kereta Api (Gapeka). units from Japan, which will be done in stages and is expected to inish in August this year. In 2009 KAI had 400 KRLs to serve the users of this transportation mode. But now PT KCJ has about 800 trains that serve many trips in Jabodetabek.
Evaluation on The PSO Provision for Commuter Trains Through Performance-Based Planning to Improve The Service Quality of Economy-Class Trains
So far, the evaluation related to commuter service using loopline system can be considered as good; it has implemented electronic tickets, the station has been arranged neatly, and no passenger on the train roof.
However, some obstacles still exist: no separation for serving near distance trip, long distance trip, and cargo coach; insuficient feeder transport at the transit stations; many crossings still exist; no depot for storage and balai yasa/workshop for repairing commuter trains at each area of railway trip network so that when broken they do not disturb other train trips.
Asserting the Separation of Service Types
The improvement of railway services starts from asserting the separation of trips, i.e. near distance, long distance, and cargo coach, so that the attention to the service segments can be more focused and easier to be managed. In order to enhance the 
The Concept of Performance-Based Planning
The concept of aggregate iscal Moreover, in order to improve the planning performance it needs the support from performance-based contract (PBC).
As a type of contract that integrates works (planning), execution and supervision and that bases the payment on fulilling the minimum performance indicator using a lump-sump system, PBC requires cultural • Focuses on user convenience (customer oriented outcomes).
• The base to asses the contractor's performance is not on the number of output made.
• The owner does not tell in detail the method or material to be used.
• The owner stipulates the minimum performance indicator that should be fulilled by the contractor. 
Conclusion
Based on the analysis and discussion, it can be concluded that: a) There is still a problem of delay, relecting such conditions as train is not reliable, the rails and bridges are not in the prime condition, the signal has been obsolete, the overlow electric Nugroho, Riant and Randy R. Wrihatnolo.
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